Innovative Surgery for Obstructive Sleep Apnea: Nerve Stimulator.
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) as a multifactorial disease is treated with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) as the gold standard. Yet, if patients suffer from CPAP incompliance, traditional OSA surgery only targets morphological changes of the upper airway while neglecting functional issues. With the advent of upper airway stimulation, and in particular hypoglossal nerve stimulation as a treatment option, a highly effective, clinically proven and functional therapy with good evidence is available. This article gives a comprehensive overview of current and upcoming hypoglossal nerve stimulation systems (Inspire, ImThera, and Nyxoah), the specific advantages of this approach, the selection criteria and screening process, relevant clinical data, and a description of the different implantation procedures. Upper airway stimulation and hypoglossal nerve stimulation appears to be a long-term, low-morbidity treatment for moderate-to-severe OSA patients suffering from CPAP incompliance.